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Abstract- The traffic flow in the smart city is the 
most popular issue in current days. Importance of 
finding such solution derives from the current 
problems faced by urban road traffic, such as 
congestions, pollution, security issues. In existing 
system predict the traffic on the basis of a large 
special event only. To solve the existing problem, we 
developed a new proposed system, in that can collect 
the raw data of the traffic flow of different areas in the 
smart city. After collecting, analyzing, predict the 
current traffic in a different area, predict how much 
traffic increase in the next few days or year and how 
to control them .In view of characterizing and 
ordering the enormous unique occasions, this 
framework investigates the traveler stream dispersion 
attributes of huge extraordinary occasions.. We also 
provide ambivalent Air Quality Index is monitored 
and thus suggesting path having the least pollution to 
travel from current place to that particular place on the 
map. It concurrently decreases the harmful effect of 
air pollution on vulnerable people. K-Nearest 
Neighbors (KNN) algorithm is used to defend the 
shortest path from source to destination and 
simultaneously evaluating the air quality index and 
guiding optimal path as a result. The system designs 
common process of traffic organization and 
management for different large special events as well 
as for daily use and steps forward towards a healthy 
lifestyle. 

Keywords - Air Quality Index , K-Nearest Neighbors 
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I.           INTRODUCTION 
Exact and convenient traffic stream data is as of now 
firmly required for individual voyagers, business 
areas, and government offices. In smart city traffic 
flow is more as compare to other metro city as well as 
other urban city. So, traffic flow most popular issue in 
current days as well as air pollution is also major 
problem in smart city.  Importance of finding such 

solution derives from the current problems faced by 
the smart city road traffic, such as congestions, 
pollution, security issues. To analyze this problem and 
solve the issue we can developed this proposed 
system, In this system, we can collect the raw data of 
traffic flow of different areas in various smart cities. 
We can analysis on traffic data, after analyzing find 
out traffic areas in smart cities. We also analyses the 
air quality of particular area. Then we can also predict 
how much traffic increase in next few days or year 
and how to control them and also find out air quality 
monitoring system different area in smart city as well 
as system shows less traffic and less air quality 
shortest distance of route on map . The principle 
challenge of the proposed insightful operator conspire 
is the expectation of the inevitable speed in the street 
as a pointer of the street traffic clog. For this reason, 
the specialist needs to process a lot of information in a 
brief timeframe. We also avoid going in particular 
area for at time of large special events.  
 
 II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
In smart city traffic flow is more as compare to other 
urban city area as well as other rural area. So, traffic 
flow most popular issue in current days. Importance of 
finding such solution derives from the current 
problems faced by the urban road traffic, such as 
congestions, pollution, security issues. Also there is 
no management of control of increasing traffic flow, 
pollution.  

III.GOAL AND OBJECTIVE 
 
Goal:- 

 In this system, we can collect the raw data of 
traffic flow and pollution of different areas in 
metropolitan city. We can analysis on traffic 
and pollution data, after analyzing find out 
traffic areas in metropolitan city. Then we can 
also predict how much traffic increase in next 
few days or year and how to control them. 
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Objective:- 

 According to today’s traffic flow data analysis, 
prediction of traffic in next few days or few 
years in a smart city. 

 It has the potential to help road users make 
better travel decisions, alleviate traffic 
congestion, reduce carbon emissions, and 
improve traffic operation efficiency. 

 After analyzing find out traffic areas in a smart 
city.  

 View air quality index of different area to 
check pollution in particular area. 

 
IV .    LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Leyre azpilicueta et.al [1] proposed an elective 
methodology for proliferation forecast in vehicular 
conditions was exhibited. The new procedure depends 
on a 3-D RL strategy that can consider the 
development of various vehicles in the thought about 
situation, prompting V2V or V2I conditions, which 
are not a simple errand to dissect because of channel 
impedances. In particular, this work introduces the 
appraisal of an ultra-high-frequency (UHF) radio-
frequency identification (RFID) framework for 
vehicular applications. The epic strategy gives 
Doppler move and Doppler spread outcomes, which 
can be helpful to investigate the effect of the 
framework on this perplexing explicit condition. 
Reenactment just as estimation results were exhibited, 
indicating great understanding, with application to a 
connection spending examination of a RFID 
framework. Results demonstrate that by considering 
radio arranging errands in the vehicular applications, 
the general framework execution can be firmly 
enhanced, decreasing force utilization just as no 
desired impedance levels. 

Nico Piatkowski et.al [2] introducing circumstance 
ward course arranging accumulates expanding 
enthusiasm as urban areas become swarmed and 
stuck. We present a framework for individual 
excursion arranging that fuses future traffic perils in 
directing. Future traffic conditions are figured by a 
Spatial-Temporal Random Field dependent on a flood 
of sensor readings. Also, our methodology gauges 
traffic flow in regions with low sensor inclusion 
utilizing a Gaussian Process Regression. The molding 
of spatial relapse on transitional forecasts of a discrete 
probabilistic graphical model permits to join authentic 
information, gushed online information and a rich 
reliance structure simultaneously. We show the 

framework with a certifiable use-case from Dublin 
city, Ireland.  

Shen, L et.al [3] introducing a centers around 
examining dynamic company scattering models which 
could catch the inconstancy of traffic stream in a 
cross-sectional traffic location condition. The dynamic 
models are connected to anticipate the advancement 
of traffic stream, and further used to create flag timing 
designs that account not just for the present condition 
of the framework yet in addition for the normal 
transient changes in rush hour gridlock streams. To 
explore factors influencing model exactness, including 
time-zone length, position of upstream traffic location 
gear, street area length, traffic volume, turning rates, 
and calculation time. The effect of these elements on 
the model's execution is delineated through a 
reenactment examination, and the calculation 
execution of models is talked about. The outcomes 
demonstrate that both the dynamic speed-truncated 
typical circulation model and dynamic Robertson 
display with elements beat their particular static 
adaptations, and that they can be additionally 
connected for dynamic control. 

 

Weitiao Wu et.al[4] states the improvement of traffic 
location innovation, ongoing exploration is 
coordinated to another age of sign control framework 
bolstered by new traffic information. One of these 
bearings is dynamic prescient control by joining 
momentary expectation ability. This system centers on 
examining of dynamic company scattering models 
which could catch the inconstancy of traffic stream in 
a cross-sectional traffic identification condition. The 
dynamic models are applied to foresee the 
development of traffic stream, and further used to 
deliver sign planning plans that record not just for the 
present condition of the framework yet additionally 
for the normal transient changes in rush hour gridlock 
streams. We explore variables influencing model 
exactness including time-zone length, position of 
upstream traffic identification gear, street segment 
length, traffic volume, turning rates, and calculation 
time. The effect of these elements on the model 
execution is represented through a reenactment 
examination, and the calculation execution of models 
is talked about. The outcomes demonstrate that both 
the dynamic speed-truncated normal distribution 
model (DNDM) and dynamic Robertson model 
(DRM) with elements beat their particular static 
variants, and that they can be additionally applied for 
dynamic control. 
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GU Jin-gang et al. [5] proposed each coin has 
different sides, when the huge unique occasion brings 
benefits for holders and members, yet in addition 
brings the negative impacts for street traffic and 
incredible weight for urban traffic the executives 
division. In perspective on the distinctive scale, traffic 
association plan forms for huge uncommon occasions 
are planned in this paper. These examinations have a 
specific simplification, and furthermore have 
significant job for controlling the act of traffic 
association of enormous unique occasions. In any 
case, with the residential enormous extraordinary 
occasion is ending up increasingly famous, make a 
general traffic association standard for huge 
uncommon occasion has the significant reasonable 
hugeness and application esteem, the following stage 
requires further breaking down more sorts of huge 
exceptional occasions, and concentrate the traffic 
activity attributes, unique offices plan, association 
undertaking process, etc., as to build the establishment 
for the development of traffic association standard of 
huge uncommon occasion. 

Youness Riouali et.al [6] state that As the 
improvement of traffic identification innovation, 
ongoing exploration is coordinated to another age of 
sign control framework upheld by new traffic 
information. One of these bearings is dynamic 
prescient control by consolidating transient 
expectation ability. This paper centers around 
examining of dynamic unit scattering models which 
could catch the inconstancy of traffic stream in a 
cross-sectional traffic identification condition. The 
dynamic models are applied to anticipate the 
advancement of traffic stream, and further used to 
deliver signal planning plans that account not just for 
the present condition of the framework yet in addition 
for the normal transient changes in rush hour gridlock 
streams. We examine factors influencing model 
exactness including time-zone length, position of 
upstream traffic recognition hardware, street segment 
length, traffic volume, turning rates, and calculation 
time. The effect of these elements on the model 
execution is outlined through a reproduction 
investigation, and the calculation execution of models 
is talked about. The outcomes show that both the 
dynamic speed-truncated normal distribution model 
(DNDM) and dynamic Robertson model (DRM) with 
elements outflank their separate static renditions, and 
that they can be additionally applied for dynamic 
control. 

Yue Shan Chang et.al [7] introducing With the 
development of industry, air quality (AQ) is 

progressively getting more awful. There are 
progressively AQ screens gadget has been sent around 
nation for observing air-quality throughout the entire 
year. To assess and anticipate AQ, for example, PM 
(particulate matter) 2.5, become a significant issue for 
government to improve individuals' personal 
satisfaction. As we can know, there are numerous 
elements can influence the AQ, for example, traffic, 
production line exhaust discharges, climate, cremation 
of trash, etc. In most well-created nations, these 
contamination sources are observed for future 
ecological arrangement making. Right now, will 
propose a semantic ETL (Extract-TransformLoad) 
system on cloud stage for AQ expectation In the stage, 
we misuse metaphysics to concretize the relationship 
of PM 2.5 from different information sources and to 
blend those information with a similar idea yet 
extraordinary naming into the bound together 
database. We actualize the ETL structure on the cloud 
stage, which incorporates figuring hubs and capacity 
hubs. The processing hubs are utilized to execute 
information digging calculations for foreseeing, and 
capacity modes are utilized to store recovered, 
preprocessed, and broke down information. We use 
serene web administration as the front end API to 
recover examined information, lastly we misuse 
program to demonstrate the imagined outcome to 
show the estimation and expectation. It shows that the 
enormous information get to structure on the cloud 
stage can function admirably for air quality 
examination.  
 

V.ALGORITHM 

1. Stop words Removal Algorithm 

A stop word is a commonly used word that (the, is, a, 
about, more etc.) a search engine has been 
programmed to ignore, both when indexing entries for 
searching and when retrieving them as the result of a 
search query. This algorithm is used in search engine, 
Natural language processing (NLP) 
 
Input: - Place name  

Output: - View all the traffic details according to 

place name. 

 
A dictionary based approach is been utilized to 
remove  stopwords from document. A generic 
stopword list containing 600 stopwords created using 
hybrid approach is used 
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The algorithm is implemented as below given steps.  
 
Step 1: The target document text is tokenized and 
individual   words are stored in array.  
Step 2: A single stop word is read from stopword list.  
Step 3: The stop word is compared to target text in 
form of   array using sequential search technique.  
Step 4: If it matches , the word in array is removed , 
and the   comparison is continued till length of array.  
Step  5:  After  removal  of    stopword  completely,  
another stopword  is  read  from  stopword  list  and  
again  algorithm  follows step 2.  The algorithm runs 
continuously until all the  stopwords are compared.  
Step 6: Resultant text devoid of  stop words is  
displayed, also  required  statistics like stopword  
removed, no. of   stopwords  removed from target 
text, total count of words  in target text, count  of 
words in  resultant text,  individual stop word  count  
found in target text is displayed. 
 

2. NAIVE BAYES 
Using this algorithm we can classified the traffic 
according to category after classification we predict 
traffic category. 
 
Input:-traffic related numbers 
Output:-Traffic accord to category. 

Naive Bayes is a basic system for developing 
classifiers: models that appoint class names to issue 
occasions, spoke to as vectors of highlight esteems, 
where the class marks are drawn from some limited 
set. There is certifiably not a solitary calculation for 
preparing such classifiers, yet a group of calculations 
dependent on a typical guideline: all innocent Bayes 
classifiers expect that the estimation of a specific 
element is autonomous of the estimation of some 
other component, given the class variable.  

This algorithm, summarized as follows. 
 
P(Wk/class)=(nK+1)/(n+ Vocabulary) 
Where, n = total no. of numbers with specified class  
nk = no. of times number occurred with the specified 
class Vocabulary = size 
 
Algorithm Steps: 
 
1. Calculate nk i.e., no. of times the number occurred 
with class. 
 2. Calculate n i.e., total no. of numbers for given 
class. 

 3. Calculate p(wk/vj) = nk/n 
 i.e. the probability of number for the given class . 
4. Calculate the probability of each class 
 5. Calculate the vocabulary i.e., the total no. of 
unique numbers. 
 6. Repeat the process. 
 
 

3. K-Nearest Neighbour 

Euclidean distance is the straight line distance 
between two points. Euclidean space becomes a 
metric space. This algorithm is used for finding 
optimal distance on map.  
 
Input:-Source and destination location name. 
Output:-Shortest path on map 
 
In pattern recognition, the k-nearest 
neighbours’ algorithm (k-NN) is a non-parametric 
method used for classification and regression. In both 
cases, the input consists of the k closest training 
examples in the feature space. ... If k = 1, then the 
object is simply assigned to the class of that single 
nearest neighbour. 

1. Load the data 
2. Initialise the value of k 
3. For getting the predicted class, iterate from 1 

to total number of training data points 
4. Calculate the distance between test data and 

each row of training data. Here we will use 
Euclidean distance as our distance metric since 
it’s the most popular method. The other 
metrics that can be used cosine matrix, etc. 

5. Sort the calculated distances in ascending 
order based on distance values 

6. Get top k rows from the sorted array 
7. Get the result. 

VI. MATHEMATICAL MODULE 

S=I,F,O 
 
INPUT: F=F1, F2, F3...FN Function to execute result 
 
I=S1, S2, S3... input of traffic and pollution in area  
O=R1, R2…Rn  
I=Traffic Areas by User  

 S1=traffic and pollution of first area 
 S2=traffic and pollution  of second  area 
 S3=traffic and pollution  of third area  

F: Functions perform by user 
 F1=Searching of traffic 
 F2= Searching of pollution 
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 F3=Prediction of traffic  
O: Output of system 

 R1= search result of traffic area 
 R2=search by pollution traffic 

 
Set Theory 

S={s, e, X, Y, } 

Where, 
s = Start of the program. 
1. Log in with webpage. 
2. View traffic and pollution data 
X = {S1, S2...Sn} 
X = Input of the program. 
Where, S1, S2...Sn = Traffic and pollution data 
Y = Output of the program. 
e = End of the program. 
Retrieve all pollution and traffic details with different 
areas. 
User can view traffic and pollution details. 

= Failures and Success conditions.  
Failures and Success conditions:- 

Failures conditions 

 Improper dataset of traffic and pollution data 
can lead to more time consumption to get the 
information. 

 Hardware failure. 
 Software failure. 

           Success: 
 Proper prediction of traffic and air quality 

index from available dataset. 
 User gets result very fast according to their 

needs. 
SPACE COMPLEXITY:  
 The space complexity depends on Presentation 

and visualization of discovered patterns. More 
the storage of data more is the space 
complexity. 

TIME COMPLEXITY 
 Check No. of patterns available in the 

datasets= n 
 If (n>1) then retrieving of information can be 

time consuming.  
 So the time complexity of this algorithm is 

O . 

 

        VII.PROPOSED SYSTEM APPROACH 
 
In proposed system, collect the raw data of traffic 
flow of different areas in smart city. After collecting, 
analysing, predict how much traffic increase in next 
few days or year and how to control them.The system 
designs common process of traffic organization and 
management for different large special events, 
proposes the static and dynamic traffic organization 
methods and management strategies, and designs the  

 
 
               Fig.1 Block Diagram of Proposed System 
 

activity steps, which give a reference and direction to 
the traffic association routine with regards to huge 
extraordinary occasions. In proposed system consists 
mainly 2 different modules i.e. admin and user Admin 
play most important role in our traffic prediction 
system with performing their functionality like upload 
traffic dataset, upload route dataset, view user and 
traffic information.Admin also add information of real 
time air quality of different area in a smart city.Using 
Naïve Bayes algorithm classification of traffic. In 
proposed system User can search the traffic with 
different scenario like search by location with the help 
of stop ward removal algorithm . User can view area 
wise current traffic as well as area wise future traffic. 
According to the system user also view the air quality 
index of particular area.  In a help of KNN, ssystem 
suggest the shortest distance of route to user. In light 
of characterizing and grouping the huge unique 
occasions, this framework investigations the traveler 
stream dispersion qualities of enormous extraordinary 
occasions, considers the spatial and worldly 
circulation of street traffic stream encompassing the 
occasion regions additionally discover traffic of 
specific regions. 
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               VII.COMPARATIVE RESULTS 

In our experimental setup, as shown in table 6.1, user 
search traffic in particular area. This traffic were then 
divided into three main categories; among which 25 
were Low, 30 were Medium, 15 were High. 

Sr. No Traffic Type Number of 
places 

1     Low 25 

2    Medium 30 

3   High 15 

 
Table1 6.1: Classification of traffic category 

                      VIII.RESULTS 

From above data, as shown user search traffic in 
particular area. In graph 7.1, the numbers of search 
traffic found to be Low traffic were 25, Medium 
traffic were 30 and rest High traffic were 15. 

 

                          IX. CONCLUTION 

The traffic jam and air pollution in smart city is most 
famous topic in present days. Different kind of 
peoples are faced problem of urban road traffic, road 
accident such as congestions, pollution, security 
problems .Due to this reasons, road traffic is increased 
day by day. To solve existing problem, to develop a 
new proposed system, in that can requirement 
gathering of the system and collect the raw data of 
traffic jam as well as air quality of pollution data of 
different places in smart city. After collecting, 
analysing, predict how much traffic increase in next 

few days as well as air quality in air for each year and 
how to control them. In light of portraying and 
requesting the colossal one of a kind events, this 
system separates the explorer stream allotment 
characteristics of tremendous extraordinary occasion, 
thinks about the spatial and worldly dissemination of 
street traffic stream encompassing the occasion 
territories and give direction to the traffic association 
routine with regards to expansive exceptional 
occasions. 
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